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64 From: Heike  / Coming from: Canada  / Homepage: http://www.heike-h.net 

28/07/2005

19:25
Hallo Manfred

was fuer eine wunderschoene website.

What a great website.

Ich bin for vielen Jahren von Bremerhaven aus nach Canada 

ausgewandert.Wohnte damals in Hamburg.

Can you add my site to your links ,please?

If you have a moment,to look at my site,I would be very greatful.

As you can see,i have a lot to learn about creating a website,but I`m trying.

maybe you can say hello in my guestbook

greetings from Alberta, Canada

Heike

Remarks: Hello Heike, thanks a lot for surfin' my site. Visiting Canada is still one of my dreams; 

one day I will go there. Enjoy life and your pin passion. Cheers, Manfred

63 From: Werner  / Coming from: Germany  / Homepage: 

http://www.balloonpins-online.de 

04/02/2004

19:40
Hi Manfred,

Iam just back from a switzerland trip where we have visited some friends. ( I 

know I have to go to berlin too. Sorry for the delay ! )

I just have had a short look to your page to see what happend here in the last 

weeks. You got nice additions to your collection. Congratulations once again to 

your navigation of mypins.de.

With some click´s only I just know what´s happend last weeks.

Best wishes

Your friend Werner

Remarks: Hello stranger, what are you looking for? The same stuff as always? (It's a joke - 

understood?).

62 From: Gilbert B. Crabtree  / Coming from: Moreno Valley,California(U.S.A.)  

11/10/2003

03:39
Love your EXTREME variety of IBM pins....wish I'd known how many pins were 

available,when I worked for IBM....

Remarks: Greetings to California - a pretty place to live. The diversity seems to be endless which 

leads to a challanging action to continually find some. Re-activate your old colleagues to check 

their drawers ;-)

61 From: Paul Fransen  / Coming from: Zoetermeer, The Netherlands  

30/09/2003



14:30
Hello Manfred, It is really phantastic to go through your collection and what 

amazes me most is also the story behind. I've just a very modest collection and I'll 

send you some pictures of pins which are not in your collection. rgds. Paul

Remarks: Dear ex-colleague, research for the story behind a pin can be a tough job. Unfortunately, 

I do not always succeed. The information listed shall give rough ideas. Sometimes I set a link to 

similiar pins. Thank you Paul for your guestbook entry.

60 From: Andy  / Coming from: Grevenbroich, Germany  / Homepage: 

http://www.komiteekiller.de 

12/08/2003

14:54
Just three words: unbelievable, unbelievable, unbelievable. Worth a story on IBM 

w3. Go ahead, Andy.

Remarks: Hi Andy - welcome. I will go ahead, but not alone. Some friendly colleagues keep their 

eyes open. Great, isn't it?

59 From: Stefan Graumann  / Coming from: Deutschland  / Homepage: 

http://www.devilsg.de 

23/07/2003

18:03
Hello Manfred,

I appreciate your assistance on HTML support and congrats to your pretty 

homepage. I also like your Intro site - cool graphic. It was fun to surf your IBM 

site, to see the pretty pin pictures and simply to look around.

Stefan

Remarks: Hello Stefan, thanx being my guest. Good to read that you enjoyed surfin' around. Come 

back whenever you want... and keep your eyes open for IBM pins.

58 From: Gerd Schweitzer  / Coming from: D-27711 Osterholz-Scharmbeck  / 

Homepage: http://-.- 

03/07/2003

20:39
This is phantastic! I didn't know about pins before you gave me a hint. Thanks, 

Manfred! Sorry, I can't help you to get more. Good luck, Gerd

Remarks: Ooh - a new entry... wonderful. Thank you being my guest. I learned about your passion 

as well - PS/2 and MCA, that is indeed history. Keep it alive.

57 From: Frank Brewe  / Coming from: Peine / Germany  / Homepage: 

http://www.donald313.de 

04/03/2003

10:20
Hi, great site. Collecting is great. Best wishes from a Disney-collector. I know 

how much work is behind pages like this. Frank.

Remarks: Hello Frank. I surfed your site as well and it looks as you are a passionate collector as 

me. Enjoy Mickey, Donald & Co.

56 From: Rainer Weiss-Reuter  / Coming from: Germany  

21/02/2003

15:45
I am heavily impressed by the number of collected pins and the perfect style they 

are presented via the net.



Remarks: Hey, is that really you? Wow! As you can see there is life beyond business as well; you 

will experience this very soon ;-) If I remember correctly you also speak French. Isn't this our 

business motto? http://www.mypins.de/ibm/pin_pho/pin412.jpg

55 From: Michael Howard  / Coming from: Catawissa, Missouri USA (near ST. 

Louis)  / Homepage: http://www.izzypins.com/ 

01/02/2003

18:41
Manfred,

Great site! Well organized and interesting. I forwarded your site to another friend 

as you may have a 'trader' pin he might need. Lots of work to keep your site so 

nice......Michael

Remarks: Michael, thanx for visiting and enjoying my site. Indeed - it can be tough work but work 

can also be fun. Good idea to forward my URL - any advertising may help to expand my 

collection. Good luck with yours...

54 From: alleysally  / Coming from: richmond, virginia  / Homepage: http://n/a 

12/11/2002

23:33
hi Manfred!

I enjoyed your site. hope you find your missing pins. good luck and I am pleased 

that you emailed me!

thanks!

Cheryl

alleysally on eBay

Remarks: Hello "Alley-Sally-Cheryl", thank you being my guest. Take a seat, choose a drink and 

enjoy the party... you are not alone... there are many other good guys - also from the States.

53 From: Hermann  / Coming from: Germany  / Homepage: http://- 

10/11/2002

18:13
Hi Manfred,

I've studied your great pin collection and I'm quite astonished about the quantity, 

you have collected now. 

I enjoy remembering our time in Hamburg!

Many regards

Hermann - a former colleague from the Stuttgart area :-))

Remarks: Herrmann - my friend, what a surprise. A good way to say "hello". My memories for 

Hamburg are also very positive. Enjoy life!

52 From: JEFF OLSON  / Coming from: OAKDALE, MINNESOTA USA  / 

Homepage: http://NA 

02/07/2002

20:06
GREAT SITE !! YOU HAVE A FEW PINS I'VE BEEN LOOKING MAINLY 

SYDNEY & NAGANO FOR BUT I'VE GOT NO WAY TO SEND PICS OF MY 

PINS TO YOU.....COULD SEND YOU PHOTO COPIES BY "SNAIL MAIL" . 

I'VE JUST BEGUN TO COLLECT OLYMPIC PINS SO REALLY DON'T 



HAVE MUCH TO TRADE.. ANY PIN DONATIONS WOULD BE GREATLY 

APPRECIATED THO' IF YOU CHOSE TO WRITE MY EMAIL AND 

ADDRESS ARE ENCLOSED.. THANK YOU VERY MUCH.. I LOOK 

FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU...

JEFF OLSON

7779 24TH STREET N

OAKDALE, MN 55128 USA

EMAIL - jlbaolson69@hotmail.com

Remarks: Wow, a new guestbook entry... the 3rd this year... not so much, but who in the world 

collects IBM pins? Not so many.

51 From: Jeffry Ullman  / Coming from: USA  

04/06/2002

06:29
Love the site..thanks...Jeffry

Good luck..

Remarks: Hello Jeffry, love your county... Broward - a great place to live. Will travel there again... 

some day.

50 From: Steve Haley  / Coming from: Lubbock, Texas  

01/01/2002

00:03
Your web site is what pin collecting should be, for fun and not profit. I will send 

to you the IBM Wireless! pin that is not listed in your collection. (Warning....it is 

not as pretty as the rest of your collection, but it is an IBM pin). Need your 

mailing address.

GREAT web site....I spent entirely too much time on it.

Remarks: Welcome Steve, it's wonderful that there are people like you who do not always see 

dollar signs in their eyes when offering a pin. I am sure that I will find s.th. pretty for you as well. 

Surf my site as long as you like to discover details you never heard about. :-)) New Year!

49 From: Hans-Juergen Goetz  / Coming from: Brigachtal, Germany  / Homepage: 

http://www.Goetz-Family.de 

02/12/2001

14:59
Hi Manfred,

its about time I make an entry in your guestbook as well.

This site clearly is the best one I have seen so far, regarding IBM Pins, very well 

done !

Worst, it has become an ever lasting challenge for me, because every time I find a 

new addition to my collection, I see 10 new ones popping up here :-)

Greetings from the Black Forest

HJG

Remarks: You are no. 50 - welcome. My pin 050 says "Hola" - Let's net together! So let's do so, 

keep in touch and help each other. Happy collecting - dear collegue.



48 From: Pertti Nurmi  / Coming from: Finland  

22/11/2001

18:11 Fine website. Many new pins for me.

Remarks: The pictures are for free but not the pins ;-) Perhaps you are a candidate to offer me my 

first IBM pin from Finland? Let's make a try!

47 From: Bjoern  / Coming from: Switzerland  

31/07/2001

13:39
Hello Manfred,

do you remember me ? I was joining a project management course

together with you in Zuerich last year. I'm very impressed, that your are able to 

improve this homepage so much and get such a result. Congratulations !

I was not able to find additional pins in Basel, but I will

keep my head up !

Kind regards from Switzerland

Bjoern

Remarks: Bjoern, welcome again. Of course... I remember the good times in the mountains, 

walking through the snow, having funny and interesting discussions. What a pity that there is 

currently no project in your area... would be great to see you again. So... let's use our mail accounts 

in the meantime. Take care.

46 From: Ronald  / Coming from: Royston, UK  

20/07/2001

16:44
Greetings Manfred!

It to me looks that we have the same great hobby - i love pins! Your sight I was 

sent to from friendly advise, I am thankful for that. I am collecting pins for 3 years 

now mainly from a European country, what I have may help you? What I was 

thinking was we meet at pin fairs, when may these be? Your webpage to me was a 

dream come true - please let me know

Ronald

Remarks: Hello and welcome, it seems like the guys from Great Britain are great collectors. You 

are not my first guest from that country... and hopefully not the last. Let's find out how we can help 

each other. Sunny summer greetings from Germany.

45 From: Rakesh Depala  / Coming from: England  

06/07/2001

18:04
Hallo Manfred !,

Before i start , sorry for my english, i only just move for england with 2 months !!

I have for 2 IBM wimbledon Pins and am looking for boyfriends to swap pins 

with??

I like your website maybe too much 

Rakesh



Remarks: Hello Rakesh. I do understand you very well. Thank you being my guest; any drink? I 

watch the Wimbledon tournament in the evenings; unfortunately nothing will be shown live in 

Germany. See my extra email... we will come together for some deal - of course. Take care.

44 Lucy / Coming from: London  / Homepage: http://w3.ibm.com 

11/06/2001

18:27 I like your pins!

Remarks: I like my guests!

43 From: Paul Otto  / Coming from: Vancouver Island Canada  

30/05/2001

02:54
Hi Manfred, 

I've been trying to E-mail you to possibly trade pins but unfortunately they keep 

getting sent back saying that both e-mail adresses do not exist. If you can please 

e-mail me back and we can go from there. Thanks, Paul Otto 

P.S. Great Site!

Remarks: Hello Paul, we will find the bug, fix it, send some emails and make a trade. Check your 

inbox. :-)

42 From: carola penka  / Coming from: 71083 Herrenberg  / Homepage: 

http://ayla141@hotmail.com 

25/05/2001

18:34
Hello,

I have some doubled pins to exchange.

You also, or do you only sell your doubled pins??

Remarks: Carola, kind regards to southern Germany. We should save our money for more useful 

stuff... let's swap and let's have fun.

41 From: Harm Vrind  / Coming from: Netherlands  / Homepage: http://none 

16/05/2001

09:14 Good collection of IBM pins

Remarks: Yes, it's good and getting better month by month.

40 From: Jay Paleja  / Coming from: Scarborough, Ontario, CANADA  / Homepage: 

http://www.go.to/jayspinpage 

15/05/2001

02:55
Hello Manfred,

We traded a while back, but i forgot to write in your guestbook. How forgetful of 

me! Just came back to see what was new with your collection. Looks great. Too 

bad you still have not found that IBM Olympic Atlanta/Lillehammer 3 pin set that 

i have. 

Sorry not for trade :(

Now that IBM is not an Olympic sponsor i doubt that i will get any more IBM 

pins. Sorry about that, but lets keep in touch!

Talk to you later.



Jay

Remarks: Hi Jay, all fine in Canada? Spring time is coming in Germany - that's great. Time to 

install a secondary PC in the garden ;-) And sure, I remember our deal. That should not have been 

our last one. And some day.... I will own these Lillehammers as well... byebye.

39 From: Scherer Roland  / Coming from: Germany  

27/04/2001

14:28
Hallo Manfred,

bitte entschuldige, daß ich in deutsch schreibe, aber mein Englisch ist sehr 

schlecht!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Auch ich sammle Pins. Aber im Gegensatz zu Dir aus allen Bereichen. 

Momentan suche ich für einen Freund Pins zum Thema Orgeln (Drehorgeln, 

Kirchenorgeln, Einweihungen, Orgelfeste usw.). Wenn Du mir helfen könntest, 

würde ich mich sehr freuen.

Vielleicht hat auch jemand in Deinem Sammlerumfeld etwas zu diesem Gebiet.

Schon jetzt freue ich mich auf Deine Antwort.

Roland Scherer

Remarks: Hi Roland. Never heard of such a collecting category. But I will check out with some 

friends and will keep my eyes open. Comes time - comes pin.

38 From: Pierre Wessel  / Coming from: Leipzig  / Homepage: 

http://www.pinsammler.de.vu 

16/03/2001

17:30
Hello Manfred,

Our 1st trade was very fine. Today I linked www.mypins.de and wish you more 

and more contacts to other collectors. When will you go to CeBIT? Perhaps we 

could meet there.

See you

Pierre

Remarks: Hi Pierre. Yes - all went fine with me as well. Let's do it again... and again... and again...

37 From: Klaus Hillmer  / Coming from: Langen (near Fishtown-City)  

28/02/2001

10:30
Moin Manfred,

top page. Ich hoffe, wir sehen uns bald in Brhv. wieder. Am 05.05. ist VdWT- und 

Hochschultag, inkl. Party.



Bis bald,

Klaus

Remarks: Klaus, nice to hear from you again. I already have that date in my diary but I will decide 

later. CU later.

36 From: Werner Kiefaber  / Coming from: Neuss / Germany  / Homepage: 

http://www.bluepins.de 

28/02/2001

08:49
HAPPY BIRTHDAY mypins.de !!!!!!!

I wish you many more friendly contacts around the world and many, many new 

pins for your very impressive collection of IBM Pins in future.

Its very nice to see your page growing during this year.

Let`s have fun with our beautiful Hobby !

Best wishes for the future

Werner

Remarks: Hi Werner, thank you coming to my birthday. But where is the cake? Or will you bring a 

pin? Nevertheless - you are welcome in any case ;-)

35 From: Joachim  / Coming from: Kiel  

24/02/2001

10:26
Hallo Manfred, sorry - my englisch is bad. Habe frueher bei IBM gearbeitet und 

noch diverse Pins rumliegen. Ich glaube bei Dir wären die besser aufgehoben. 

Wenn Du willst schicke ich Dir welche. Schreib mir doch mal. 

PS: Klasse Seite - bei einigen Pins erinnere ich mich Produkte mit denen ich 

damals im Beruf zu tun hatte.

Remarks: Hello Joachim, nice to have you among my guests. Your offer is very welcome - thank 

you. See my email for more details.

34 From: Pierre Wessel  / Coming from: Leipzig, Germany  / Homepage: 

http://members.tripod.de/Pinsammler 

22/02/2001

21:55
Hi Manfred,

I now would like to trade some pins with you. I'm very interested in IBM-pins, 

because I started to collect them (I haven't such an impressive collection as you - 

perhaps you can help me a little to build up my IBM collection), but also some 

non-IBM pins . I mainly collect car pins, but also interested in Olympic pins 

(Sydney 2000) and others. Perhaps you can find something on my page.

Best wishes



Pierre Wessel

Remarks: Hello Pierre, nice to read your message in my guestbook. Yes !!! Good idea. I'll check 

you site next week in more detail. I am just on travel and have a very slow line here. "See you 

later".

33 From: Jonathan Wilson  / Coming from: IBM North Harbour, England  / 

Homepage: http://n/a 

15/02/2001

17:52
Hi, my name is Jonathan !, i am thinking of starting a collection of Pins for 

myself! I have only started working at IBM recently so i haven't had the the 

chance to collect any as of yet (apart from my own that is!!). If its not to much 

trouble could you please email me with some useful info on how to get started ?? 

PS Your website is excellent by the way...

Remarks: Hi Jonathan, what a good idea to start collecting. Sure - I can help you with some startup 

infos and some pins as well. Look forward to my email. Thanx enjoying my website.

32 From: Julian Edwards  / Coming from: IBM, North Harbour  

14/02/2001

15:58
I would like to have more information on your pins?

Look forward to hearing from you soon.

Remarks: HELLO to England. You want to know more? No problem - I can transfer all my pin 

skills to you ;-) See my email for more details. Thank you being my guest.

31 From: Guy Shields  / Coming from: Stone Mountain, GA  / Homepage: 

http://www.mindspring.com/~w4gbu 

30/01/2001

00:40
Hello Manfred,

I will send you some IBM pins.. Also, I will put your web page

on my site so others can view it..

I will also send you a picture of a framed collection I have of all the Altanta 

Olympics pins..

Guy Shields, retired from IBM in 1991. Worked

until 1998 and then really retired..

Remarks: Dear ex-collegue, thank you for your very friendly entry and your assistence. Did you 

watch the Sydney olympics ? What do you say as an inhabitant of Atlanta to the Sydney statement 

"The best games ever...". I think you do see this from another point of view. Enjoy your life !

30 From: Werner Kiefaber  / Coming from: Neuss / Germany  / Homepage: 

http://www.bluepins.de 

07/01/2001

19:34
Hello Manfred,

I think it`s time to write some words in your Guestbook. Sorry for the delay!

You know what I think about your page. It's a very good place to get facts about 

the Pins from IBM. Naturally to have a look for your beautiful Pins too.

I hope we will trade often together in future. Let`s keep in touch !



We will meet us in Berlin this year ! That's a promise !

Greetings to M. from the (small) "Crazy Pinheini" as well.

Best wishes

Werner

Remarks: What a nice surprise... and thanks for your entry.... your visits are very welcome... I'll try 

to keep my homepage actual... and I have many ideas for useful and funny updates... but time is 

short... I look forward to see your brand new site online... let's trade together again and again... see 

you... some day - some time - somewhere !

29 From: Frank  / Coming from: Expocity  

04/01/2001

19:31
Hier kann einer keine Kitik vertagen!!

werde jetzt jeden Tag nachschauen ob der Eintrag noch da ist.

PS du solltes deine seiten mal auf einen virus untersuchen,

bei mir schlägt der scanner dauernd an wenn ich auf diese Seite gehe.

28 From: Ronny  / Coming from: Deutschland  / Homepage: 

http://www.pinsammler.com 

30/12/2000

22:16
Hallo!

Interessante Seite hast du dir gebastelt! Weit über Tausendpins gibt es auf meiner 

Seite zu sehen!

Viel Spaß beim stöbern und einen guten Rutsch ins neue Jahr wünscht 

Ronny

Remarks: Hi Ronny! Thank you for your visit and your wishes. I checked your site as well and 

have seen many of your thousand pins... much work... isn't it?

27 From: Ian Burns  / Coming from: Canberra Australia  

16/11/2000

13:37
Extensive collection - very impressive!! I only collect IBM Sydney 2000 pins 

(worked for the past year on the Olympic project in Sydney) and have all but 1 

that were issued. E-mail me back and I will send you descriptions and some scans 

of others you are missing (sorry!!).

Remarks: Hello Ian. I enjoyed these games very much and often thought that it would have been a 

big adventure to be there - perhaps next year.

26 From: Thomas Witkowski  / Coming from: Old-Germany/Berlin-West  

11/10/2000

13:48
Hällo Manfred!

Ei äm nott so goot in inglisch, bat ei trei ju anderständ me. johr seit iss werry 

interessant. Ei äm sörpreist. Kongrätuläschen!

Habe einen Tip erhalten, mir mal Deine Seite anzusehen. Ist ja wirklich richtig toll 



geworden! Gratuliere! Wünsche Dir viele, viele Kontakte und vor allen Dingen 

erfolgreiches Tauschen. Sofern ich Dici irgendwie unterstützen kann (Du weisst, 

ich sammel nicht), lass es mich wissen.

Würde mich auch freuen, mehr über Deine Arbeit und Deinen Aufwand zur 

Erstellung Deiner homepage zu erfahren.

Herzlichste Grüße, Thomas

Remarks: Oops, what kind of keyboard do you have - a swedish one? With some training I am able 

to understand this special accent - great. See you some day - let's have a smalltalk about 

wep-die-sein.

25 From: Rüdiger Knöfler alias Pinbox  / Coming from: Frankfurt/Germany  / 

Homepage: http://members.ebay.de/aboutme/pinbox/ 

10/10/2000

01:57
Hei Manfred :-)

congratulations !

you've made a very exciting site. I wish it will be growth up for you. It could be a 

international plattform for the pin collectors all over the world.

I'm collector since 25 years and I must tell:

gibts nicht , gibts nicht ! :-)

Every Brand, Event, Institution or others has his own pins.

I will send you some pictures of my IBM pin database which I have in my 

Collection.

My mainstream in collecting pins is: automobil, motocycles, cycles, trucks, ...

you want to trade ? lets go on 

you know my email and homepage

best wishes

Rüdiger Knöfler

alias Pinbox

Remarks: Hi to Frankfurt. Nice to read some friendly words again. Let your IBM pins out of the 

box (pinbox) and show me your duplicates. Use one of your trucks to deliver them to me.... ;-)

24 Stefan Gruhlke / Coming from: Bremerhaven  

30/08/2000

18:50
Hello dear Manfred !

My English is not the very best, but i hope you can me trotzdem

understanding. I have no little pin, but my son named Oliver has

a very nice Pin from the Expo to change.But he is a hard

businesman so that you must make him a very good angebot. If not, 

forgot the deal. If you come in the near of Bremerhaven have a

visit to us. We can have a nice talk about all in the world.

Very much greetings from us to you and to your (I hope) lovely

wife. Moin, moin from the Nordsea.

Stefan



Remarks: Oops. Yes I can understand your special form of english; sounds great. Must be a some 

kind of plattenglish. I'll think of Olivers expo-pin and I hope he looks forward to the powerranger 

pin I have for him.

23 From: Bernd Brammer  / Coming from: Kiel/Germany  

10/08/2000

18:20
Hi !

Got one IBM-Pin from 1973 (Excellens IBM Professional),a small 

round golden Pin with blue middle 1973, waves crossing an M.

Intrested? Swap it for good Kitepins.

Greetings

Bernd

Remarks: Hi Bernd, that's an unusual way for an offer to swap. Sure - I am very interested. So, I 

need to look for kite pins.

22 From: Klaus Hillmer  / Coming from: Langen (near Fishtown-City)  

16/07/2000

21:09
Hi Manfred,

tolle Website! Ich wußte gar nicht, daß Du solch ein großer PIN-Sammler bist. Ich 

werde Dir aber beim Tauschen überhaupt nicht behilflich sein können, da Pins 

überhaupt nicht mein Fabel sind.

Komme mehr aus der Ferrari-Ecke und stehe auf Modelle 1:18 oder 1:1.

Schöne Grüße aus`m Norden.

Klaus Hillmer

Remarks: Hey Klaus, that's great to read funny things from you; Ferrari in 1:1 - ask Schumi, I think 

he has some trashy parts for you. Thanx for your entry and think of me in case of pins... not only 

IBM.

21 From: Günter Mehlitz  / Coming from: Berlin-Lichtenrade  

27/05/2000

00:51
Hi Manfred,

congratulations for your very nice site! 

Although I'm an IBM colleague, I fear I don't have pins that you don't have 

already. But, probably I know a different search engine than you do. Here are 

some examples where I found IBM pins or contacts about or something interesting 

to read:

http://www.cardsnthings.com.au/sponsor/sponsor2.html

http://www.eiskratzer.de/forum/index.html

http://pinfever.com/board/wwwboard.html

http://www.pinstore.com/tradersgb.htm

http://www.emit.com/jurgen/japan/jp1998030104.html

http://pindemonium.com/pindemonium/ibmpewmow.html



http://www.irishdownunder.com/sites/idupins/sydney2000/pinpages/sp_ibm.shtml

Keep on collecting!

Günter

Remarks: Günter, thats great! Your URLs prevent me from doing something more useful. Now 

checking these pages has a higher priority. Thank you !

20 From: Al Falcao  / Coming from: Markham, ON, Canada  / Homepage: 

http://www.pinfever.com/al/al 

24/05/2000

04:36
Manfred, congratulations on a very nice website! I worked for IBM Canada for 28 

years and never thought of collecting IBM pins during all those years! 

I collect Olympic pins only and have been to every Olympics starting with 

Albertville. I will be in Sydney in September 2000, mainly to trade pins!

I will bookmark your URL and visit your website from time to time. Good luck in 

your IBM pin pursuit!

Remarks: Dear ex-collegue - it's a pleasure to me to have you as a new guest. What a pity that you 

have not collected IBM pins when you worked at IBM for so many years; we could have had much 

to trade. Enjoy your hobby and your trip to Sydney.

19 From: Marc Gerseker  / Coming from: Lienen, Germany  / Homepage: 

http://home.t-online.de/home/marc.gerseker 

21/05/2000

05:10
Hallo Manfred,

many thanks for your e-mail, I just have visited your homepage a I must say: 

"Well done !". You wrote me about two Porsche pins, is there any way to swap it, 

as you know I can offer you only pims regarding the automobile sector ? Please 

give me a short reply...

Good luck and much fun with your job and your hobby !!!

Best regards

Marc Gerseker

Remarks: Marc - thank you for your visit. It seems you have the same problem as me and many 

others. You are collecting a special category but need to trade some other pins to get the pins you 

want.

18 From: Andre Mueller  / Coming from: Basel  

27/03/2000

14:14
Hallo Manfred

Wirklich eine ganz feine Seite mit einer eindrücklichen Pin-Sammlung. Ich hoffe 

Du findest die 'missed', ich halte jedenfalls die Augen offen und wünsche Dir viel 

Glück bei der Jagd auf weitere Exponate ......

Viele Grüsse aus Basel



André

Remarks: Andre - thank you that you will think of me in case of pins. I have seen more than 500 

different ones when surfing through the net. I am not in hurry. Time will come - pin will come.

17 From: Matthias Kälberer  / Coming from: Stuttgart  

25/03/2000

21:46
Hi Manfred,

die Web-Site ist echt gut... das ganze hat nur einen Haken... ich habe Deine Pins 

alle schon :-(

Bin aber trotzdem immer gerne bereit zu tauschen...

cu

Matthias

Remarks: Matthias - nice to meet you at CeBIT. Nice that you like my HP but it's a pity that you 

already have my doublicates. I will eMail you later.

16 From: Gabi Koerner  / Coming from: Berlin  

24/03/2000

08:04
Up and away ...,

have a good trip to the US tomorrow. Hopefully there are no German speaking 

people so that you get a word genius in the English language. We will test it !

Congratulations, your homepage is excellent. Unfortunately we have not even one 

IBM pin but we keep our ears open.

cu in May, greetings from Dietmar and Gabi

Remarks: Wow - thank you for the friendly wishes. Up'n away and away and away and... ...and 

comeback ? Ok - keep your ears and eyes open for any pin. And don't forget to shut your mouth 

when watching my homepage.

15 Baerbel-Maus und Carsten / Coming from: City of Bremerhaven  

18/03/2000

10:34
What is the meaning of "Preferred"?

Sorry, no IBM Pins in Our collection,but your Homepage is 

nice.

Greetings from Baerbel and Carsten...

Remarks: Hi - what a nice surprise to hear s.th. out of my hometown. I move my mouse to ask you 

"mouse" - what about "Vaillant"-Pins ?

14 From: Evelyn  / Coming from: Heidelberg  / Homepage: 

http://E.Erndwein.notrix.de 

09/03/2000

19:07
Hallo Manfred,

danke für Deinen Besuch auf meiner "knallig bunten" Seite. Deine ist echt klasse 

und Du hast sehr schöne IBM Pins. Ich habe momentan tatsächlich keine (habe 

ich alle mit Frank getauscht). Sobald ich etwas bekomme, melde ich mich.

Tschüß bis dann 



Evelyn

Mit meinem genialen English wollte ich Dich doch besser verschonen *g*

Remarks: :-) Evelyn - greetings to Heidelberg. I'll visit your pages again from time to time. Enjoy 

your pins and your homepage.

13 From: Gruber Franz  / Coming from: Muenchen  

08/03/2000

14:44
Hallo Manfred,

habe deine Karte erhalten. Sie hängt schon richtig plaziert an der

Pinwand!

Ich hoffe du hast viel Erfolg bei der Erweiterung deiner Sammlung

Franz

Remarks: Hey Franzl, the guys from munich are often the fastest. Thank you.

12 From: Jens-Jürgen Schäfer  / Coming from: Hamburg, Germany  / Homepage: 

http://www.jjschaefer.de 

08/03/2000

11:21
Hi Manfred,

great page. Nice collection. I have only one Pin and it's already in your collection.

Greetings from Hamburg

JJ

Remarks: JeyJey - ok. Wish you good results for you favorite formula-one-team.

11 From: Andreas Laager  / Coming from: Basel, Switzerland  / Homepage: 

http://none 

08/03/2000

11:07
hello Manfred

nice to hear from you again. Since our Project Management Fundamentals Course 

in Unterwasser, Switzerland, I returned to my office desk in Basel. 

Your PIN collection is impressive, but unfortunately, I for myself do not collect 

any pins. 

kind regards from Switzerland

Andi

Remarks: Hey Andi, what do you collect ? Skill and knowledge ?

10 From: Bjoern  / Coming from: Basel  

07/03/2000

13:11
Hi Manfred,

ich werde, wie versprochen, mich umhoeren, ob hier in Basel

jemand noch IBM Pins in der Schublade liegen hat. Gebe Dir



dann per Mail Bescheid.

Gruss

Bjoern

PS: Seite funktioniert perfekt. Cool

Remarks: Hey 'webmaster-supporter'. With your help - I succeeded. Thanx being my guest here. 

Come to Berlin and be my real guest for a drink.

9 From: Claudio Mascaro  / Coming from: Zuerich  

07/03/2000

12:24
Hallo Manfred

Du hast eine tolle Homepage und eine beeindruckende IBM Pin Collection. Leider 

habe ich keine Pins fuer dich ausser, wenn du moechtest, eine von AT&T.

Vielleicht sehen wir uns wieder bei einem anderen Kurs in Unterwasser (kannst 

du dich erinnern, ich war damals stark erkaeltet).

Ich wuensche dir viel Erfolg und sage Tschuess bis zum naechsten mal.

Claudio

Remarks: Claudio - sure I remember; you sat next to Gaston. Thanx for the AT&T offer. I'll send 

you an email.

8 From: Bob  / Coming from: North Carolina, USA  / Homepage: 

http://www.hemsath.com/hatpin.htm 

06/03/2000

17:30
Very well done site! I'll keep an eye out for any IBM pins to trade with you. Best 

of luck.

Bob

Remarks: Hello Bob. Thanx for your entry. I'll visit your site too. Keep me posted about IBM pins.

7 From: Jan Bolle  / Coming from: Berlin  / Homepage: http://keine 

04/03/2000

16:49
Hallo Manfred,

leider ist mein Englisch nur noch sehr rudimentär vorhanden, so daß ich Dir auf 

deutsch schreibe.

Ich hoffe, daß es Dir und Monika gut geht und wir uns vielleicht mal wieder im 

Sommer beim Tennis sehen.

Bis dahin - Jan

Remarks: Hey Jan, it's long time ago. Would be happy to see you again - on the tennis court. 

Game, set and match... Bolle.

6 From: Theo Stahmeyer  / Coming from: Hannover  

04/03/2000



15:35
Eine sehr schöne Homepage, funktional aufgebaut, gut zu handhaben.

Die Sammlung ist prima. Vielleicht können wir tauschen. Habe 250 verschiedene 

IBM-pins (incl. Ausland)

Theo

Remarks: Theo - nice to meet you. Let's get in contact - via email.

5 From: Axel Dudler  / Coming from: Dettenhausen  

03/03/2000

11:38
Hi Manfred,

na aber Hallo! So viel Arbeit in eine Webseite? Kaum bist du nicht mehr in 

Hamburg (bist Du doch nicht mehr, oder?) schon hast Du Zeit für eine 

Homepage... ;-) Weiter so!

Viele Grüße,

Axel

P.S. Hallo Herr Gruber, Hallo Herr Wasle

Remarks: Hello my friend. Yes - it was much work. I remember that you and me are used to work 

hard.

4 From: Tim  / Coming from: IBB Hamburg  

02/03/2000

21:21
Hi Manfred,

ich bin leider noch nicht dazu gekommen, mir die Pins anzuschauen. Werde ich 

nochmal tun. Ansonsten sieht die Website ja wirklich schon ganz ordentlich aus. 

P.S. wir haben auf der Cebit nur noch einen Tivoli Pin bekommen. sofern du 

diesen noch nicht hast, schicke ich ihn dir.

Gruss Tim

Remarks: Tim, greetings from Berlin to Hamburg. It was nice to meet you on CeBit....

3 From: Hermann Gruber  / Coming from: Ehningen  / Homepage: 

http://www.nohomepage.de 

02/03/2000

17:51
Hi Manfred,

nice to be guest on your private homepage. Congratulations for this first excellent 

"attempt".

And now in German....

Ansonsten, ruehr(en) Dich(Sie) (sich) mal; am besten persoenlich in Ehningen.

Gruesse

Hermann Gruber

P.S.: Ich hab 'nen neuen Job!

Remarks: Hi, hi... thanx for your entry. I'll visit you on my next trip to Ehningen



2 From: Hans Peter Baumann  / Coming from: Berlin, Germany  / Homepage: 

http://www.immobilienanzeigenberlin.de 

29/02/2000

08:15
Hey, congratulation for your nice pin collection.

I will look for pins...

Suggestions: use an own formular for email (look to my homepage), this will 

allow users without an active email account sending messages.

regards hpb

Remarks: Hi Peter, 'e-mail as an own form' will be set on my list for the next release...

1 From: Manfred Rohr  / Coming from: Berlin  / Homepage: http://later... 

11/02/2000

13:18
Hello,

this is the guestbook of My Private IBM PIN Collection. . 

Do you like to write me some words ? Have a nice day, Manfred


